TriCity Bubble Waiver
Before participating in any TriCity Bubble game events and rentals, all participants must read the
waiver in its entirety and print, sign, and date at the bottom. In the event of rental, it will be the
renter's responsibility to sign this waiver for all participants.
** See Participation and Game Rules **
You will not be allowed to participate if you are:
● Under the age of 18 without a parent or guardian’s signature
● Have a preexisting medical condition that is at risk of further detriment by taking part in this type of
physical activity.
1. The participant understands that by participating in this event, they may suffer injury, harm or loss, and
the participant agrees to participate at his/her own risk.
2. To the extent permitted by law, the participant accepts that TriCity Bubble will not be liable for any
injury, loss, damage, action, claim costs or expenses, which may arise in consequence of participation
in the event.
3. The Participant shall not make any claim or demand against TriCity Bubble for any reason whatsoever
including, but not limited to, any claim or demand arising as a result of any action, default, omission or
negligence of TriCity Bubble, and to the fullest extent permitted by law the participant accepts that
TriCity Bubble will not be liable for any injury, loss, damage, action, claim costs or expenses, which
may arise in consequence of participation in the event.
4. The participant will at all times behave in a manner that is in accordance with the rules of TriCity
Bubble Games and hereby warrants that he/she has read the TriCity Bubble Game rules.
5. The participant will grant permission for TriCity Bubble to use photographs, motion pictures,
recordings, data or any other record of my participation in this event for any legitimate purpose without
remuneration.
I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE READ ALL PAGES OF THIS DOCUMENT AND I FULLY UNDERSTAND ITS
CONTENT. I AM AWARE THAT THIS IS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND A CONTRACT AND I SIGN IT
OF MY OWN FREE WILL.
Participants name(s): _____________________________________________________

(please print)

Parent/guardian's name(s):_________________________________________________

(please print)

EMAIL: ________________________________________________________________

(please print)

Signature:_______________________________________________

Date:_____________________

All above pertains to: Neetz Events and Rentals, LLC ‐ DBA Tri‐City Bubble

Participation
We currently use the highest quality 1.5m and 1.2m TPU Balls that can serve a broad
demographic. Here are some general idea’s that may help you decide.
Age limit to use bubble balls ?
Bubble soccer, football and some of the more aggressive games are mostly for ages 13 and up when


done in a competition type format. Other fun games especially in the backyard can be setup for much
younger ages. However combination, of height, weight and strength of each person can contribute to
how comfortable one feels playing.
Is there a weight limit to use bubble balls?
The minimum weight depends on the height and strength of each person. We recommend a
maximum weight of 230 lbs for the adult 1.5m balls. One could still play at heavier weight but it would
put more pressure on the equipment and we may determine it to be a safety and equipment concern.
If you can fit into the ball comfortably you should be fine. Taller and heavier players may experience
some challenges getting in and out, but it just takes a little practice.
Is there a height limit to use bubble balls?
We have two sizes of bubble balls for usage:
1.5m balls:

Recommended approximate height of 4'11" – 6′ 4″

1.2m balls:

Recommended approximate height of 3'11" – 5′ 6″

These are approximate ranges as it also depends on your body type and how the back straps fit.
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Basic Game Rules
Number 1 Rule: HAVE FUN
Signed Waiver:A Waiver must be signed for each player. If under 18 years old, it must be signed
by a parent or guardian. In cases of group rentals, such as parties and team bonding, the renter can
sign for all participants.
No blindsided hits o
r
unnecessary rough play
, such as If a player is facing in the opposite
direction it is ok to give them a nudge. However no full speed on bumps to a player that is not looking.
Purposely attempting to blindside and injure another player will stop play, and you will be taken out
and not allowed to play again.
All play stops:
immediately when the coordinator blows the whistle.
You must remain:in the Bubble when in the field of any game play.

Bubble Attire
Please
remove all necklaces, watches, rings, earrings, and other items anywhere on your body
before entering the bubble.
Wear
loose and comfortable sports clothing, preferably no zippers.
No cleats

of any kind. Appropriate closed footwear, tennis shoes are required.
No
hair barrettes, bobby pins, or belts.

No
sunglasses or eyeglasses unless worn with sports goggles.

We also recommend
knee pads and ankle braces as a precaution for both indoor and outdoor play.
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